TRUE EVIL

Based on a true story

TRUE EVIL

Arn nn Nesset 1977

fi

Gudrun Lauritzen 1977

Norway's worst serial
killer of all time.

The two co-writers have unique insight:
-The main character Gudrun is based on one of
the authors mother who worked with Nesset
- The exclusive case documents and interviews
with the real people involved from having made a
documentary on Nesset.

Main Characters:
Gudrun -Gudrun: 19 year old, naive local girl who feels seen and comforted by her
boss, Arn nn Nesset. In realizing and coming to terms with what truly goes on at the
nursing home, Gudrun partakes in a perilous journey of self-doubt and danger,
before nding the strength to confront the situation.
Nesset - antagonist, administrator of the nursing home, meek and feminine.
Revels in his power over the life and death of his patients.
Supporting Characters:
Colleagues at the nursing home
Synnøve: In her early 20s, but astute enough to questions the events at the nursing home
and the person who nally exposes Nesset and alerts the authorities.
Anne e: Young, bubbly and social nurse who loves her patients and who is horri ed when
her favorite patient dies unexpectedly. She con des in Gudrun and Synnøve to make them
realize that it might be a pa ern of murders at the nursing home.
Bodil: The motherly head nurse who is close to Nesset and who is blind to what goes on.
Defense lawyer
Alf Nordhus - Nesset`s second lawyer, powerhouse and bully, notorious and very
experienced in court.
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Perry - Engaged with Gudrun, musician, kind-hearted but naive, not ready
to be a father.
Deputy Gundersen - Best friend to Perry and Gudrun. A young deputy,
athletic and eager, and has a grandmother at the home, who Nesset kills.

Thea Loch Næss
is up for the leading part as Gudrun
Aksel Hennie has starred in over 21 lms, and
is up for the part as Arn nn Nesset

Thea So e Loch Næss
as Gudrun

GENRE of INSPIRATION
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Mare of Eastown

FARGO

Aksel Hennie as
Arn nn Nesset
Mindhunter

Anne Sewitsky is an Norwegian international director with an impressive track record with good storytelling where women's stories are in focus Her
latest TV series "A very British scandal" is making its way around the world with rave reviews and high ratings.
h ps://www.imdb.com/name/nm3205815/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0

Writers and series creators
Espen Von Ibenfeldt is an exciting new talent. His

rst script is sold to one of Norway`s exprerienced producer; John M. Jacobsen. The script is about Norway´s most decorated resistanceghter during World War II. Espen`s mother worked for Nesset at the nursing home where he killed his patients.

Fredrik Horn Akselsen is one of Norway´s most proli

c and successful directors with 7 feature documentaries, 3 books and almost a dozen TV-series as a writer and director the last 12

years
In 2020 he had a smash hit with the True crime series "The serial killer from Orkdal". He has interview and accessed most of the key players in the Nesset case and is the rst writer to have a meeting
with Nesset himself.
h ps://www.imdb.com/name/nm4993825/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0

Producer
Lasse Hallberg, CEO & Executive Producer at Feelgood TV & Monday
Lasse Hallberg was responsible for striking the deal with Ne lix, and LILYHAMMER became the rst “original” show on Ne lix.
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In addi on he has numerous shows on his credit list as Producer, at Monday and Feelgood’s scripted shows like; Aldri Voksen, Neste Sommer (Norway and Sweden), Basic Bros/Hvite Gu er (Norway and
Sweden), Basic Bitch, Udda Veckor (Sweden), Almost Perfect (Norway, Sweden), Verden er Min, and in produc on of Gangs of Oslo (Norway 2022).
Ac ng CEO, for Monday Group Norway
h ps://www.imdb.com/name/nm0356314/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0
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Director and series creator

